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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 

The fall semester is an 
exciting time for Cornell and 
the Student Agencies 
Foundation. The 2019 class 
of eLab teams and the new 
team of SAI managers have 
been selected. A dynamic 

and innovative culture continues to flourish 
within eHub, with SAF?s initiatives supporting 
the growing entrepreneurial climate on 
Cornell?s campus.  

Entrepreneurship at Cornell will be hosting the 
annual Summit conference in New York City on 
November 9. This year?s theme is Eclectic 
Converge. Attendees will have the opportunity 
to hear from a wide variety of speakers 
including Cindy Eckert, women?s health 
advocate and founder of Sport Pharmaceuticals 
and The Pink Ceiling, alumni Mar lon Nicholas 

(?11), founding managing partner at Cross 
Culture Ventures (CCV), and Bar ry Beck  
(?90), co-founder and chief operating officer 
of Blue Mercury, Inc. We are very excited for 
several of our students to attend, as SAF 
continues to be a Lead Sponsor. If you are 
interested in attending, I encourage you to 
register here.

This edition of the eNews will include:

- An introduction to incoming SAI 
President Pet er  Gr ibizis ('21);

- An alumni spotlight on Hersha 
Hospitality CEO Jay Shah ('91);

- An introduction to the 2019 eLab 
cohort.

Sincerely,
Michael Karangelen (?90) 
Chairman and President 
Student Agencies Foundation
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- Ty Joseph (?18), a former manager of Big 
Red Shipping & Storage, joined The Walt 
Disney Company as a Labor Relations 
Representative.

- Valer ie Denay Mack (?17), a former 
TakeNote Production and Operations 
manager, became a Blockchain Software 
Engineering Consultant at 
GlobalXplorerº.

- Ant on Gilgur  (?16), an eLab alumnus, 
joined Kudos as the Vice President of 
Engineering.

- Alex Krakosk i (?16), eLab alumnus, is 
now a Product Performance & 
Innovation Analyst at Centene 
Corporation.

- Er ic Bengyak  (?15), a former manager of 
Big Red Shipping & Storage, became a 
Senior Analyst of Corporate Strategy and 

Innovation at Gap, Inc.
- Quint on Leit h (?12), a former manager 

of Campus Promotion and Real Estate, 
is now a Vice President at Flexpoint 
Ford, LLC.

- St even J. Case (?87), a former manager 
of Big Red Shipping & Storage, became 
President of Michigan Retirement 
Advisors, LLC.

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are 
an SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something 
new, please let us know here.

ALUMNI UPDATES
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Pet er  Gr ibizis (?21) is a 

sophomore in the College of 

Engineering and the 

incoming President of SAI. 

Before being selected as 

President, Peter applied and 

interviewed for roles with 

SAI during two different recruitment cycles before 

finally receiving an assistant manager offer this 

past March. Even though Peter did not initially 

receive an offer, undergoing the recruitment 

process the first time made Peter even more 

excited about SAI. When he applied the second 

time, he felt more motivated and prepared. 

Peter?s resilience and dedication earned him 
Director of Logistics for Big Red Shipping & 

Storage and Hired Hands Moving Company, 
a position which has strongly impacted 
him.  Exposure to the businesses of SAI has 
motivated Peter to switch majors from 
Physics and Economics in the College of 
Arts & Sciences to Operations Research in 
the College of Engineering. Additionally, 
Peter now considers the entire SAI team to 
be his friends and role models, and he 
cited this strong bond as his primary 
motivation for running for President of SAI. 

Peter?s strong work ethic stems from his 
upbringing in Portland, Maine as the son of 
Greek immigrants. When his parents 
moved to the United States in the early 
1990s, they had a suitcase apiece and no 
money. Both had attended colleges back in 
Europe, but their lack of fluency in English 
rendered their degrees useless.  They had 
no choice but to work two to three menial 
jobs each as they learned the language, 
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businesses.  He is eager to develop Student 

Agencies Tutoring, SAI?s first new business in 

several years, and he hopes to establish 

Campus Promotions within the digital 

advertising market.  He also plans to address 

the growing pains of BRSS and HHMC before 

their peaks to develop strategies for optimal 

efficiency and ensure that the businesses can 

handle further expansion. 

Peter urges future managers to ?come in with 

the mentality that this place is now your own 

and your team?s.?  He emphasized the unique 

opportunity general managers have, to leave 

direct, tangible impacts on their businesses.  

?The sooner you come to believe that, the 

more you?ll get out of this experience.? 

 

hardly sleeping in order to support Peter and his 
sister. Now, Peter 's parents are making use of 
their degrees with successful careers ? still 
working hard to give their children the best life 
possible. 

Peter admires the work ethic of his presidential 

predecessor and mentor, Lucas Goldm an (?20): 

?I?m inspired to push boundaries because I see 

Lucas do it every day.?  Working for Big Red 

Shipping & Storage under General Managers 

Max Child (?20) and Claire St ewar t  (?20) also 

taught Peter a lot about effective management.  

Peter witnessed ?two different management 

styles working in unison and being effective,? 

contradicting his previous conception of one 

"right? style of leadership.  This experience 

changed Peter?s perspective, and he believes he 

will be a stronger leader because of it. 

Peter?s main goals for his presidency revolve 

around growing and optimizing the SAI 
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Jay Shah (?91) served as 

General Manager of Campus 

Promotions during his 

senior year at Cornell.  Since 

graduating, Jay has gone on 

to work on Capitol Hill, 

receive his JDMBA from 

Temple University, and 

become the CEO of Hersha Hospitality Trust.  

While an undergrad at Cornell, Jay saw Student 

Agencies as a great entrepreneurial experience 

when such opportunities were not as widely 

available. At the time, he found Student Agencies 

very scrappy, which taught him the value of 

thinking quick and having some grit. 

During his tenure at Campus Promotions, the 

main form of advertising for businesses and 

events was poster distribution. As manager, he 

worked with a broad spectrum of clients, 

from academic departments to national 

corporations like AT&T. Typically, Jay hired 

students to distribute the advertisements; 

sometimes they did not show up, and Jay 

would have to quickly pivot and step in. 

Moments like this taught Jay the value of 

infrastructure and the importance of 

staying nimble. 

Today, Jay is the CEO of Hersha Hospitality 

Group, which is comprised of two parts: a 

publicly listed investment trust and a 

private equity-backed management and 

investment company, both of which own 

and operate upscale hotels in urban and 

vacation markets. Since joining Hersha 

Hospitality, he has been able to help the 

company grow significantly. At first, 

however, Jay had to recognize that you 

can?t always afford a big company 
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infrastructure right away, a concept he was 

first exposed to at SAI.  At both SAI and 

Hersha, Jay had to balance and manage the 

inner workings of a company. 

Jay enjoyed the accountability surrounding 

his role at SAI and the value of learning to be 

responsible for your actions at such a young 

age. He was given the broad latitude to make 

decisions for the business and had to own 

the results regardless of the outcome. In 

addition, he also learned various elements of 

strategy and tactics and developed time 

management skills. He had to deal with the 

schedules of real people that have nothing to 

do with school schedules: ?the world keeps 

marching along whether it 's Slope Day or 

not."  

Jay advises students not to worry about what 

they'll end their careers doing.  It?s common 

to wonder while in college what will become 

of you; Jay suggests focusing on what?s in 

front of you and doing the best that you can.  

Get the most value possible out of every 

experience, and you?ll maximize your 

potential for personal and professional 

growth.



ELAB ANNOUNCES 2019 STARTUPS

We are excited to introduce this year?s 
eLab cohort! We can?t wait to see what 
great things these businesses accomplish 
with the support and mentorship eLab 
offers. Here is a brief introduction to all 
the start-ups: 

ArcAf f in it y - ArcAffinity helps internship 
coordinators at medium to large tech 
companies improve their intern success 

and retention rates. 

Br ight  Cit izen - Bright Citizen is crafting 
an innovative coffee, infused with 
Saffron, and returning 50% of profits to 
empower and educate women in 
developing countries. 

Clyde & Rayhan - Clyde & Rayhan 
enables commercial insurance agents 
to streamline brokering to serve small 
accounts quickly and cheaply so they 
can focus their energy on larger 
accounts. 

Et hichain - Ethichain enables the 
world?s largest apparel brands to adopt 
an ethical supply chain by assuring 
their products are free of child and 
slave labor. 

Housekept  - Housekept optimizes the 



hotel housekeeping process to improve 
the efficiency and productivity for 
guests, housekeepers, managers, and 
the finance/operations staff. 

Ivy St ar t  - IvyStart is a co-living 
network for entrepreneurial people 
that is launching a new service to 
support digital nomads. 

Incit e - Incite helps cardiologists 
analyze and monitor their patient?s 
passive smart technology data to 
identify intervention points and 
prevent them from becoming high risk. 

Liyanga - Liyanga formulates and 
manufactures natural hair products for 
afro-textured hair to make 
hair-washing routines simpler. 

Noozit ! - Noozit! provides readers 
with a cheaper way to read news 
from multiple publishers. 

Religio - Religio helps churches 
better connect and manage their 
parishioners to engage and retain 
church members. 

Response - Response helps 
procurement officers at nonprofits 
purchase life-saving supplies twice as 
fast by automating tendering, the 
procurement process underpinning 
the majority of charity purchases. 

Shipfair  - Shipfair makes shipping 
more equitable by matching extra 
luggage space with apparel 
manufacturers in emerging markets. 



Sm ar t  Rest  - Smart Rest is an 
innovative solution to prevent pressure 
ulcers for bedridden and elderly 
individuals. 

St rauss - Strauss delivers an online 
portal to simplify the process of 
purchasing life insurance and 
empowers individuals to better 
understand their options and make 
purchases. 

Tim eline - University students leverage 
Timeline to form connections that 
assist with career development and 
recruiting.


